Hearing protection for Swimmers

Protect your ears and prevent discomfort while continuing to enjoy the water.
Swim Plugs

*custom hearing protection*

Swimmers of all ages and abilities can experience sensitivity to water in the ear. Custom-made swimmer’s earplugs are waterproof when surface swimming and offer protection for those prone to ear infections or other ear problems. Swim plugs are a safe, effective way to protect your ears and prevent discomfort while continuing the activities you enjoy.

**Custom made for you**

Made from soft silicone material for maximum comfort, swim plugs are made in a floatable material so you won’t lose them in the water. Swim plugs come in a wide variety of colours, including solid, marble effect and neon.

Swim plugs are also available with or without handles and a neck cord to keep them together as a pair.

---

**Swim Plug colour options**

Red  Blue  Yellow  Orange  Neon
Green
Black  White  Purple  Pink

---

**SwimSafe Earplugs**

Water lovers can continue enjoying their sport with swimsafe. The special filters prevent water entering the ears whilst allowing the wearer to continue hearing sufficient ambient noise.

**SurfSafe Earplugs**

Specially for water sports enthusiasts. Besides water and wind, traditional earplugs also block out ambient noise. This upsets balance and hinders communication. The special filters of the Alpine SurfSafe keep the water and wind out of the ears and let sound go through.